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1. Context of the  Internship 

 

During the twentieth century, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV),  usually known  under 
the name of drones,  were employed exclusively in military applications. In the last two 
decades their use in civilian applications has increased exponentially.  UAV’s devices 
are characterized by several features such as small sizes, highly speed 
maneuverability allowing them to achieve critical tasks quicky and efficiently.  Thanks 
to these features, UAV’s nowadays are employed in promising  applications  including 
precision farming, inspection of potentially dangerous sites, food and medical delivery 
and Firefighting tasks [1] ( see Figure 1). 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1 : UAV  missions applications  
 
In spite of these several advantages and due to the lack of autonomy, employing single 

UAV device to achieve these missions  can lead to the failure of the mission especially 

in the case where the UAV has to accomplish the requires tasks under severe 

constraints  such as restricted allowed time  to achieve the mission, or potential faults 

affecting the UAV structure.  Therefore, swarm UAV’s which offer many features such 

as scalability, efficiency, redundancy and saving costs, is a promising approach for the 

purpose of achieving critical mission while preventing human being  involved into 

hazardous and dangerous mission or interventions.    

2. Purpose of the Internship 

The goal of this internship is to  design and setup a distributed  swarm UAV control 

architecture model platform under communication delay constraints. To  achieve this 
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purpose, the successful candidate will  investigate two main issues  for the design of 

this control architecture. 1) The first issue concerns the kinematic and the dynamic 

modeling complexity of the UAV swarm.  The goal of this task is to provide  a distributed 

model for the swarm UAV which is a compromise  between the modeling approach  for 

single UAV which is based upon complex nonlinear model which involves several time-

varying  unknown parameters [2], and the classical multi-agents modeling  approach  

which  uses a simple 1st or 2nd order linear model to describe the UAV dynamics [3]. 2) 

The second issue concerns the communication network constraints of the distributed 

control architecture  more specifically the potential  time-delay which can affects the 

data transmission between each UAV  belonging to the swarm [4] [5].    

  

 

Figure 2 : Intra  UAV swarm communication network 
 

3. Internship work plan 

 

The internship will be conducted by the successful candidate according to the following 

steps: 

1)   Addressing the state of art of the different modeling approaches of an UAV swarm 

by comparing the advantages of each methods and studying the impact of UAV 

model parameters on the accuracy of the whole model of the swarm. 

  

2)  Characterizing  the  time-delay ( known or unknown,  bounds,..)  affecting the 

transmission of some crucial data issued from the UAV flight controller  such as 

the position and the attitude and incorporating this time-delay model in the whole 

UAV swarm control architecture. 

 

3) Design setup and validate the distributed UAV swarm platform under 

Matlab/Simulink Gazebo software.   

 

4) Experimental validation of the distributed control  architecture  on the  UAV 

experimental platform of the laboratory IBISC.  

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3 : IBISC UAV experimental platform 
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4. Required profile 

 

The successful candidate is required to be curious, motivated by the field of UAV control  with 

the following skills: 

1. Master / Engineer with skills  in UAVs, nonlinear control system theory and embedded 

control systems. 

2. Matlab/Simulink/Gazebo  C++ , ROS soft programming. 



 

 

3.   Good English level. 

 

5.   Supervisors and contact 

 

 

- Dr-HDR Sofiane Ahmed Ali (IBISC) Laboratory: sofiane.ahmedali@univ-evry.fr  
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